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Abstract

We analyze the infrared reflectivity of Lal.85Sr0.~sCuO4 single crystals with E parallel to the c-axis. The plasma edge at
around 6 meV (50 cm -I ), which occurs only for T < T¢, is due to Cooper-pair tunneling. This low value of the plasma edge
is shown to be consistent with the c-axis plasma frequency obtained from LDA band structure calculations (> 0.1 eV) if
we take into account that the single-particle charge transport along the c-axis is strongly incoherent in the normal state, and
remains so in the superconducting state. From a comparison of the optical conductivity with model calculations based on sand d-wave weak-coupling theory in the dirty limit, we find no evidence for a reduction of the c-axis quasi-particle scattering
rate below T~. The c-axis scattering rate, the normal-state c-axis plasma frequency, and Tc obey hT > hvp >> 3.5kBTc, which
is exactly opposite to the clean limit.

1. Introduction

One of the peculiar aspects of the high-Tc cuprate
superconductors is the large anisotropy of their physical properties, related to their layered crystal structure. Although the anisotropy, following from a conventional Fermi-liquid approach based on LDA (local
density approximation) band structure calculations, is
of the order of 10 in most of these compounds, experimentally it is found to be much larger, as follows from
e.g. the optical response and the normal-state resistivity. One can also compare the theoretical and experimental values of the ab-plane and the c-axis plasma
frequencies in order to check further the reliability of
LDA-based band structure calculations.
In the superconducting state the anisotropy mani-

fests itself strongly in the penetration depth measurements and in the far-infrared spectra. Although the
normal state c-axis response looks insulator-like, in the
superconducting state in some materials a plasmonrelated zero crossing of the real part of the dielectric
function (E ~) is found, but again at an energy two
orders of magnitude below the value expected from
LDA band structure calculations. Soon after the discovery of high-Te superconductivity, a reflectivity edge
in the spectra of polycrystalline Lal.ssSr0.15CuO4 was
observed below Tc near 50 cm-1 and it was eventually attributed to a plasmon along the c-axis [ 1-5].
Subsequently, Sherwin et al. [6] proposed that this
low plasma frequency and its temperature dependence
could be explained by a strong damping of the c-axis
plasmon or the opening of a gap below Tc. However,
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due to ambiguities in the interpretation of the optical
data of the strongly anisotropic polycrystalline material, no firm conclusions were then reached regarding
this point.
More recent results obtained for single crystals of Lal.85Sr0.15CuO417], Bi2Sr2CaCu208 [8],
YBa2Cu307 [9,10], and YBa2Cu408 [ 11 ] show that
such anisotropy of low-frequency optical properties
and the very low value of the c-axis plasmon are indeed a common feature of the high-Tc cuprate superconductors, and raise the question as to their origin.
In a number of recent papers [7,12] a large effective mass along the c direction has been assumed
to explain the far-infrared spectra and the penetration
depth of single crystals of La2_xSrxCuO4. A mass enhancement could follow from e.g. spin-charge separation [ 13-17 ]. Alternatively, in the context of a Fermiliquid description, incoherent c-axis transport arising
from elastic and inelastic scattering processes has been
proposed by, respectively, Graf et al. [18] and Rojo
et al. [ 19]. Such scenarios could lead to incoherent
transport at energies larger than typically ?±/8 [20]
where t'± is the effective interlayer hopping energy.
Such approaches are still within the general paradigm
of Fermi liquid theory in contrast to other approaches
based on the concept of spin-charge separation. The
Fermi-liquid approaches to this problem have been
criticized by Anderson e.g. in Ref. [ 16].
In this paper we conclude from a quantitative analysis that, for the c-axis response of La2_xSrxCuO4,
the absence of a plasma pole above Tc and the strong
reduction of the plasma frequency below Tc indeed result from a strong quasi-particle damping along the
c-axis, both in the normal and in the superconducting
states.

2. Experiment

2.1. Sample preparation
Single crystals of La2-xSrxCuO4 with nominal
Sr content of 15% were grown by the travelingsolvent floating-zone method [21]. Electron-probe
micro-analysis showed the correct phase with no
contamination or inclusion of second phases, and a
homogeneous distribution of Sr. The crystals have
sharp superconducting transitions with the onset at

35 K at optimal doping and with 90% of the transition within 3 K as determined from AC susceptibility
measurements at 3 Gauss and 90 Hz.
Neutron diffraction measurements demonstrated
that the as-grown boules contain large single crystalline grains. Samples for reflectivity measurements
were cut perpendicular to the b-axis and were mechanically polished to optical quality. The surface in
the ac plane was approximately 4 mm×7 mm. X-ray
Laue backscattering showed a correct orientation with
sharp, well-defined single diffraction spots.

2.2. Reflectivity measurements
Polarized infrared reflectivity spectra were measured in two different laboratories between 10 and
10000 cm -1 at temperatures between 8 and 300 K
using rapid-scan Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometers equipped with a continuous-flow liquidHe cryostat. The data obtained in the two laboratories
on crystals of the same nominal composition are in
good agreement with each other, and with those of
Tamasaku et al. [ 7 ].

3. Results
3.1. Normal-state reflectivity
In Fig. 1 we display the reflectivity (R) of a
Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4 single crystal with E II c at various
temperatures. An expanded view of the low-frequency
region is given in Fig. 2. The normal-state reflectivity
is replotted in Fig. 3 (circles) for closer inspection. It
is quite characteristic of an ionic insulator with strong
infrared-active phonons dominating the far-infrared
region. At low frequencies there is a Hagen-Rubens
type of upturn, indicative of a poor conductor: R (p) =
1 - 2V/~-/o'0 where o'0 is the DC conductivity. The
real part of the conductivity (Re o-) is nearly constant
in the relevant frequency range ( ~ 7 l l - l c m -1 ).
As we have no d priori knowledge about the frequency dependence of the electronic contribution to
the conductivity, we attempted to fit the experimental data assuming that the real part of the conductivity has the Drude-Lorentz line shape Re o-(t,) =
~ro( 1 + u2/y 2) -I where y is the damping rate. As we
will see later, Re o-(u) turns out to be a very broad
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Fig. 2. The low-frequency c-axis reflectivity of Lal.ssSro.15CuO4
at 8, 10, 15, 20, 24, 27, 30 and 33 K.

and featureless function, and with this formula we are
effectively testing the value of Re o- at z, = 0, and its
departure thereof in leading orders of ~,2.
Assuming therefore for the moment that we may
write Re o-(u) = o'0( I + u2/7 2) -1, and by fitting o'0,
")/, and the center frequency, oscillator strength, and
damping rate of two strong (o~i = 242, 494 cm - t )
and two weak (wi = 312, 351 c m - l ) transverse op-

33 K data

33 K fit
7=4670 cm-'

........ s i m u l a t i o n
7=292 cm-I

600

Fig. 1. The c-axis reflectivity of Lal.85SroAsCuOn at 8, 10, 15,
20, 24, 27, 30 and 33 K.
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Fig. 3. The c-axis reflectivity of Lal.85Sr0AsCuOa at 33 K (circles)
along with the least-square-fitted curve (solid line). The best fitting
parameters are Coo = 4.75, o-0 = 7 ~q-' cm -1, y = 4670 cm - l ,
and up = 1320 c m - l . The TO phonons were parameterized with
{a,i ( c m - l ) , 7i ( c m - l ) , Si} (i = 1 . . . 4 ) : {241.5, 24.8, 17.6},
{312.0, 3.0, 0.019}, {351.0, 3.0, 0.044}, {494.1, 12.8, 0.33}. In
order to test the reliability of the fit, we also plot a simulated
reflectivity curve (dash-dot line) corresponding to 7 = 292 c m - l
and vp = 330 cm - l with the phonon parameters of the best
fit. Although the change in 7 and vp will not affect the DC
conductivity, the overall agreement with experiment becomes quite
poor. The electronic component of conductivity is indeed quite flat.

tical (TO) phonons, we obtained the fit displayed in
Fig. 3 (solid curve). A successful fit in the range of
20 to 650 cm -1 is obtained only if we assume that
y > 4500 cm -l in the above formula. To demonstrate the effect of assuming a smaller value for "y we
also display in Fig. 3 a curve corresponding to ")/ =
292 cm -I with all the other parameters the same as
before. Clearly there are now significant deviations in
the frequency range between 200 and 800 cm -1 . We
made similar observations on another sample from the
same batch of single crystals. This is also born out
by our analysis of the spectra at temperatures above
and below Tc, and from re-analyzing the experimental
data published by Tamasaku et al. [7] (see also Fig.
4, and the corresponding discussion in Section 3.2).
A second important observation from looking at Fig.
3 is that there is no noticeable influence of the value of
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Re o- on the reflectivity spectrum for v > 1000 c m - l :
The theoretical spectra for T ~ 4700 c m - I and T ~
290 cm - l coincide within the plotting accuracy. Vice
versa this implies that for photon energies larger than
0.1 eV the reflectivity is rather insensitive to the detailed behavior of the conductivity and at present we
are not able to argue against or in favor of the ~o-1/4
scaling law predicted by Clarke, Strong and Anderson [ 16], hopping-type of behavior, or simple Drude
behavior.
On the other hand, none of these models, or in fact
any reasonable theory, predicts an abrupt step in o- at
frequencies larger than 0.1 eV. We exploit this fact to
place an upper bound on the optical effective mass
along the c direction by employing the f - s u m rule
(f0°° Re ~r(v)dv = ne2/4m) where n is the electron
density, e the electronic charge, and m the electronic
mass. By restricting the integration interval within the
bounds of the bandwidth W, while staying below the
first interband transitions, 1/m would in a single particle picture correspond to Fermi-surface average over
the c-axis effective mass tensor element. This implies
that f : R e o-(v) = (Tr/4)Vp2 where Vp is the plasma
frequency in the c direction as would follow from an
LDA band structure calculation. By integrating the
corresponding expression for Re o ' ( v ) , we can put a
lower bound on the plasma frequency Up = 0.15 eV
(note Up = ~
in the Drude model).
Due to the broadening of Re o" over a large frequency range, the energy up no longer corresponds
to the collective mode of the electron gas, i.e., the
zero crossing of the real part of the dielectric function ( e ' ) . In fact with these parameters the zero crossing of e'(v) = ~oo - u2/(v 2 + 3'2) (where ~oo is
the high-frequency dielectric constant prevailing in the
far-infrared spectral region) occurs for v 2 < 0, and
the plasmon has a diffusive pole in the normal state.
Hence, the c-axis plasmon is overdamped in the normal state (rather than extremely small in energy or
completely absent) due to the broadening of Re tr,
and the c-axis plasma frequency is of the same order
of magnitude as that predicted by LDA band structure
calculations. We return to microscopic physical models for this broadening in Section 4 of this paper.

3.2. Superconducting-state reflectivity
As the temperature goes below To, we observe a remarkable development of a plasma edge, which moves
to higher frequencies with decreasing temperature and
reaches about 2kBTc (50 cm - l or 6 meV) as T ~ 0.
At the same time, we notice that the changes in reflectivity for v > 200 c m - l are quite small. The phonon
at 241.5 cm -1 has a very large oscillator strength,
which masks the electronic contribution to the conductivity in this range. However, we notice that the
minima at 460 cm - l and 630 cm -1 , and the maximum
at 510 cm - l have only very weak temperature dependence. This implies that the electronic contribution to
the conductivity o- at frequencies higher than approximately 4kBTc is not affected by the superconducting
phase transition. In this respect the present behavior
is not much different from what happens in a classical
BCS superconductor.
Following the procedure outlined in one of our
earlier publications about the ab-plane response of
YBa2Cu307-8 [22], for frequencies not too small
compared to the scale of gap energy the reflectivity
in the superconducting state can be analyzed in a
phenomenological way using the two-fluid GorterCasimir model for the dielectric function e:

2itrn(T)
v(1

-iv/T ) '

(1)

where ~ is the phason frequency and O'n(T ) is the
conductivity of the normal fluid. In a more conventional notation c~1/2r,~ l, (where c is the speed of
light) is just the penetration depth in the superconducting state. However, because in the present case there
is no plasmon mode associated with the charge carriers in the normal state, ~ now corresponds to a collective mode of the superconducting condensate. Due
to phase-density conjugation in a superfluid, this can
be identified as a collective oscillation of the phase of
the order parameter (or 'phason' [23] ).
The second term represents the 'normal fluid'. Even
in a conventional s-wave superconductor the conductivity is finite (except for T = 0) for frequencies below
the gap due to the presence of a finite density of quasiparticles which are thermally excited across the gap.
If the order parameter has nodes, this effect becomes
even bigger. A difficulty arises in employing Eq. ( 1 )
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Fig. 4. The low-frequency c-axis reflectivity of LaL85SroAsCuO4
at 10, 20 and 27 K along with the fitted curves at each temperature.
The fitted curve of Tamasaku et al. for their 8 K data is also
shown in dotted line.

at low frequencies (typically smaller than 0.5kaTe)
where coherence factors play an important role. As a
result the conductivity line-shape becomes manifestly
non-Drude like at low frequencies. In the present case
we will fit the superconducting-state reflectivity data
for frequencies at around 2kBTc up to 100 cm -1 . An
important point to be noticed here is that by restricting the fitting range to the region around the plasma
minimum, the value for o'0 is mainly determined by
the value of the reflectivity at the minimum, where
R=

v~-

( I -}- ~ / ]17 ~ )

1/2

V / 2 q - (1 q- v / T - E/t2) 1/2

so that o-,,(T) can be already read directly from the
reflectivity curves using tr, (T) ~ 2vv"-R.
The fitting results are summarized in Fig. 4. The
dotted curve in Fig. 4 corresponds to the fit parameters used by Tamasaku et al. for 8 K [7]. Note that
with their fit parameters (goo = 25, v4, = 56 cm - I ,
~, = 60 cm -1, and y = 2 cm -] in the notation of
Eq. ( 2 ) ) , nearly all oscillator strength under the conductivity o- collapses into the 8-function at the zero
frequency. This essentially corresponds to the clean
limit. But, clearly, their fit parameters cannot reproduce the experimental results to a satisfactory extent
(Fig. 4). We have obtained a much better fit by as-

suming again a broad and featureless electronic part
of the conductivity or, as in the normal-state case. Initially we attempted varying all parameters. At all temperatures the best fits indicated that v << ~, and only
small and unsystematic changes of ~oo with temperature were obtained. Therefore we repeated the analysis with ~ --+ oo, replacing goo by the sum of coo
and the oscillator strengths of the four TO phonons
(Fig. 1 ). To estimate the influence of dispersion of the
TO phonons, we also did this analysis using the full
set of phonon parameters as given in Fig. 1. In either
case, it was possible to fit the reflectivity spectra at
all temperatures without assuming drastic temperature
dependence in the damping rate y.
The temperature dependence of the reflectivity then follows mainly from those of ~4, and o-,.
The temperature dependence of the two parameters
( ( ~ , ~ ( T ) / ~ 6 ( 0 ) ) 2 (proportional to the superfluid
fraction) and tr,(T)/tr,(Tc), with ~,/,(0) = 38 cm - l
and o-,(31 K) = 6.7 ~ - J c m -1, will be discussed in
Section 4 (Fig. 9).

3.3. Kramers-Kronig analysis
Based on our fitting results for the reflectivity spectra, the low-frequency extrapolations for the reflectivity were made with the two-fluid model as explained
in the previous section. The low-frequency behavior
of 1 - R changes from v 2 in the superconducting state
to the Hagen-Rubens behavior x/'ff in the normal state.
Hence we employed the following dielectric function
for extrapolation:
I

e(v) =~oo 1 - v(v+iO+)-

~2

-2

v(v+iT) J '

(2)

where Pp is the screened plasma frequency in the normal state. In Fig. 5 we present the conductivity of
La] .855ro.15CuO4 at various temperatures derived from
the subsequent Kramers-Kronig analysis. The large
value of T in comparison with the pair-breaking energy scale 3.5kBTc implies that the c-axis infrared response of La].85Sr0.15CuO4 belongs to the dirty limit.
However, from the conductivity spectra it is quite difficult to identify a clear BCS-like gap. It may be that
the order parameter in high-Tc superconductors exhibit
d-wave symmetry, in which case one expects much
more gradual and smeared frequency dependence in
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the conductivity. But, even if the BCS theory is valid
for Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4 and even if the material belongs
to the dirty limit, the gap will be very difficult to identify partly because the nearby giant phonon oscillator
extends to the expected gap energy, and also because
the electronic contribution to the conductivity itself is
rather small, which leads to a small change in the conductivity. This means whatever spectral feature that
may appear due to opening of the gap will be masked
and quite weak.
In Figs. 6 and 7 we display the real part of
the dielectric function and the loss function of
Lal.85Sr0A5CuO4, respectively, for various temperatures. Notice that the real part of the dielectric
function e' does not have a zero crossing above Tc
(overdamped plasmon in the normal state) but as
soon as we go below Tc, a zero crossing occurs and it
moves to higher energy with decreasing temperature
(Fig. 6). The presence of the phason excitation is
quite apparent in the loss function, the peaks of which
correspond to the longitudinal excitation (Fig. 7).
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4. Discussion

4.1. The c-axis plasma frequency
In the previous sections we observed that the
c-axis plasma frequency (Vp), defined as ( ( 4 / ~ ' )
x f i R e ~r(v)dv)U2 with W a suitably chosen cutoff frequency, is at least 0.15 eV. Although the
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energy-momentum dispersion obtained from LDA
band structure calculations do not correspond quantitatively (or in the present case not even qualitatively)
to the single-particle excitation spectra, the value of
the single-electron interlayer hopping matrix elements
following from such a calculation is, as a rule, quite
accurate (because it is a ground-state property). We
therefore feel justified in assuming that the lower
limit of 0.15 eV for Up using the f-sum rule is a measure of the plasma frequency as would follow from a
band structure calculation where many-body effects
are ignored. As the integration should end below the
onset of interband transitions, but at an energy above
the highest frequency of the intraband conductivity,
an appropriate cut-off frequency W in the integration
may not always be available.
To check the above result we calculated the plasma
frequency as a function of momentum within the
random phase approximation (RPA), using the E ( k )
dispersion of La2CuO4 calculated within the selfconsistent augmented-spherical-wave (ASW) approximation [24]. The Fermi-surface following from
our LDA band structure calculation is roughly a rectangular tube, oriented along the c direction, with the
corners of the rectangle near the (Tr, 0) saddle points.
There is a clear corrugation of the tube in the c direction. Without such a corrugation the Fermi surface
would be ideally two-dimensional, and the material
would resemble a layered electron gas with a plasma
dispersion obeying wl,( k) = Wpllkll/V/-~lf + k~ for
Ikt --+ 0 [25,26] where Wpl I is the in-plane plasma
frequency and kll and kx are, respectively, the inplane and out-of-plane momenta. Note that in this
case Wpll/Wp± --~ ~ . On the other hand, from our
LDA/RPA calculation we obtained a bare ab-plane
plasma frequency of about 4 eV, and a bare c-axis
plasma frequency of 0.7 eV. After correcting for the
'background' these correspond to 2 eV for the abplane plasmon (well above the onset of the interband
electron-hole continuum at 0.5 eV), and 0.35 eV for
the c-axis plasmon (below the interband electronhole continuum). One then expects that the ab-plane
plasmon is Landau-damped while the c-axis plasmon
is not.
It is an important result that experimentally the situation vis ~ vis Landau damping is reversed. In the
ab-plane dielectric function a clear, though strongly
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damped, plasma pole is observed near 1 eV [27],
whereas the c-axis plasmon is completely overdamped
in the normal state. If the plasma frequency in the ab
plane is calculated using the f-sum rule, e.g. by integrating the in-plane conductivity up to 1.5 eV, the result is approximately 4 eV [28], which is now in good
agreement with the bare plasma frequency obtained
from the LDA/RPA calculation. Hence we conclude
that, although the f-sum rule provides us with in-plane
and out-of-plane bare plasma frequencies reasonably
close to estimates based on a simple band-structure
approach, the plasma frequency and the frequency dependence of Re o-(v) in both directions differ quantitatively and qualitatively from what is predicted by
such a calculation.
The question of damping remains, but the discrepancy could be due to ignoring the strong correlation
in high-To superconductors which is responsible for
a metal-insulator transition at a relatively low doping
level. Further theoretical considerations which address
these issues will be given in Section 4.4.

4.2. Conductivity and superfluid density
Let Eg be the effective value of the gap, or gap distribution. We will assume Eg = 3.5knTc, which becomes
exact in the limit of a weak-coupling s-wave superconductivity. In the superconducting state we should make
a distinction between the high- and low-frequency
parts of the spectrum, i.e., far above and below Eg (
80 cm -l for Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4). The former remains
relatively unaffected by the superconducting transition, whereas for the latter range of frequencies we
expect to find temperature dependence in both the real
and imaginary parts of the electronic contribution to
the conductivity. For example, for an isotropic s-wave
BCS superconductor one expects a decrease of or(u)
for u ,.~ E~/2 as indicated in Fig. 8 (chained curve).
In addition there may be strong decrease of y for
T < Tc as has been reported for the in-plane infrared
[29,30] and microwave [31] response of high-Tc superconductors, and for the c-axis infrared response of
La2_xSrxCuO4 [7].
Also shown in Fig. 8 are the results of model calculations for the dirty limit of s-wave [32] and dwave [33] superconductors, assuming standard ratios of E~/Tc for these two models, and assuming a
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temperature-independent scattering rate. The conductivity was calculated for v = 50 cm - l . This frequency
is close both to BCS gap energy 3.5kBTc -- 80 cm -1
and to the gap value deduced from neutron scattering measurements [34]. As a result we observe for
the s-wave model a steep drop of o- for T < To, and
a kink at the temperature where Eg(T) = hr. If we
would assume that in addition there is a drop of the
scattering rate ~/below Tc then the conductivity first
increases, but, when "y reaches the gap energy, it decreases rapidly. Depending on the rate of decrease in
7 this peak can be extremely narrow. Therefore when

we assume a sudden reduction of 7 below Tc, as done
by Tamasaku et al., the theoretical conductivity curves
would have an even steeper temperature dependence
with a peak directly below Tc. For this reason we attribute the decrease of o- for T < Tc exclusively to the
opening of a gap, i.e., without, assuming a change of
the electronic scattering rate. For d-wave pairing the
calculated temperature dependence of the conductivity tr is smooth and is quite close to the experimentally
determined values.
For o'n (T) a reasonable agreement exists with the dwave model, whereas there is poor agreement with the
s-wave model. For the normalized superfluid fraction
f s ( T ) = ( P ~ ( T ) / P ~ ( 0 ) ) 2 the situation is reversed:
fs follows roughly the 1 - (T/Tc) 4 law, which differs strongly from the d-wave pairing curve, and lies
somewhat above the s-wave pairing curve. The inconsistency with the d-wave curve can be removed if the
strongly incoherent nature of the transport in the c direction is taken into account [35]. Recently Graf et al.
[ 35 ] calculated the dynamical properties of a stack of
two-dimensional d-wave superconductors along the c
direction assuming that the hopping between planes
occurs only due to scattering at impurity sites. The
temperature dependence of fs was found to be of the
Ambegaokar-Baratoff type [36,37], i.e., much closer
to the experimental results.
For o-,(T) the comparison with the s-wave model
can be improved if we postulate the existence of constant background (possibly spurious) conductivity in
our samples. To the best of our knowledge, however,
there is no experimental evidence to justify such a procedure.
Based on the clean-limit parameters of Ref. [7 ],
Shibauchi et al. [ 12] could not explain their penetration depth data using a three-dimensional model. To illustrate how the anisotropy of tr(p) influences that of
the penetration depth, we calculated the ab-plane and
the c-axis penetration depths, as well as the surface
reactance assuming clean-limit parameters for the ab
plane and dirty limit parameters for the c-axis. Since
we do not expect the symmetry of the order parameter to be critical for the illustration of this particular
point, we assumed s-wave pairing. The difference in
behavior for both directions arises from the fact that in
the dirty limit the c-axis penetration depth follows the
Ambegaokar-Baratoff expression. As can be seen in
Fig. 9, the jump in the anisotropy of the surface reac-
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tance X c ( T ) / X °b (T) [ 12 ] and the difference between
Aab and ,tc follow naturally from our analysis with the
anisotropy of o ' ( v ) properly taken into account.

4.3. Classification of infrared response of
superconductors
In Fig. 10 we classify various regimes that can occur
depending on the relevant energy scales. First, there
is the pair-breaking energy scale E~. Second is the
screened plasma frequency Pp = ~ool/2pp, (~oo may
include optical phonons depending on how far down
the plasmon is pushed due to screening and damping

Fig. 10. The phase diagram in the (y/Dp)-(E~/hD/,) plane. CL
for 'clean limit,' MB for 'Mattis-Bardeen,' OP for 'Overdamped
Plasmon,' RP for 'Re-entrant Phason,' CLP for "clean local pair,'
and OLP for 'overdamped local pair.'

effects). Similar parameters were also used by Uemura et al. [38] to classify clean-limit superconductors corresponding to their Fermi energy (oc hu t, for a
two-dimensional Fermi liquid). We extend this classification with the scattering rate y (using 2"yo-0 = v 2).
We scale both E~ and y to ~p.
The region labeled 'CL' corresponds to the clean
limit where y << Eg, and this region contains the
'exotic' superconductors considered by Uemura et al.
[38], in particular the high-Tc cuprate superconductors characterized by their in-plane electrodynamical
properties. Most classical superconductors fall in the
region labeled 'MB,' where the infrared properties
can be described in the context of dirty-limit MattisBardeen theory. In the CL and MB regions a plasmon
is found well above E~ in the normal as well as in the
superconducting state.
In the regions labeled ' O P ' and 'RP,' the plasmon is
overdamped in the normal state, as with y > ~t, a zero
crossing of E' no longer exists. In the superconducting
state the 'missing area' of the conductivity due to the
opening of the gap is transferred to the 6-function at
P = 0, so that e I crosses zero at ~,/, = f,t,,J~E~/2hy.

v

Unless this frequency is below the gap, the plasma
mode will be damped (OP region). Hence the requirement for the existence of a long-lived collective mode
is that Eg/Dt, > 1rf,p/2y (RP region). Using Anderson's expressions [ 39] for collective modes in the superconducting state it was recently shown [40], that
the plasmon gradually changes from a collective oscil-
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lation of quasi-particles for u >> E~ to an oscillating
current carried by the condensate for u << Eg.
Our investigation indicates that the c-axis response
of Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4 lies in this RP region. Although
the c-axis response data for other high-Te materials are very limited, the far-infrared results of Noh
et al. [41] and of Tajima et al. [8] indicate that
the c-axis response of Ndl.85Ce0.15CuO4-y and of
Bi2Sr2CaCuzOs+x should also be placed in the RP
region. In both of these materials the c-axis plasmon,
attributed to a sphere resonance by Noh et al. [41 ], is
found at very low energy of approximately 10 cm -1.
In Bi2Sr2CaCu208+x [8] and in YBa2Cu307-~ [42],
a very strong damping of the c-axis electronic response is observed.
The two regions labeled 'CLP' and 'OLP' correspond to clean- and dirty-limit superconductors with a
pair-breaking energy larger than the plasma frequency.
In such systems the phase transition is induced by thermal activation ofphasons, while the pairs remain intact
up to a higher de-pairing temperature scale. This corresponds to Bose-Einstein condensation of local pairs.
According to the analysis of Tamasaku et al. [7] the
c-axis phason of La2_xSrxCuO4 would be located in
the CLP region.
4.4. Microscopic considerations

Here we give some theoretical considerations as
to the origin of the strong damping along the c-axis,
which is responsible for the absence of the c-axis
plasma edge in the normal state and for the reduction
of the c-axis plasma frequency in the superconducting state. In the case of Lal.85Sr0.15CuO4, one can argue that the replacement of La 3+ ions with Sr2+ ions
in 15% of the unit cells provides the necessary disorder. In principle it is possible to construct a potential
landscape that is largely translation-invariant along the
planes with the translational symmetry broken in the
c direction, which leads to states localized in the c direction while remaining itinerant in the planar direction. Such a construction does not arise in a natural
way from random substitution of La with Sr. Moreover the absence of a c-axis plasma edge above Tc and
the reduction of the c-axis plasma frequency are also
observed in fully doped YBa2Cu307 [42] in which
the Cu-O chains are presumably well ordered and the
c-axis transport data shows T-linear temperature de-

pendence of resistivity. Hence a broad and featureless
or(u) in the c direction appears to be a generic feature
of the high-To cuprate superconductors, which implies
that this is a fundamental property of these materials.
Also our observation shows no signature of a large
mass renormalization, which seems to contradict the
notion of strongly renormalized Fermi-liquid behavior.
On the other hand, the featureless line-shape of o-(u)
up to at least 0.5 eV demonstrates that there is no
energy scale below which Fermi-liquid behavior sets
in.
The aforementioned experimental observations can
be explained within the framework of the theory of
superconductivity based on the interlayer tunneling
mechanism [43,16,44] by Anderson and co-workers.
In this theory the single-particle tunneling between
the planes is suppressed due to the formation of a
Luttinger liquid state. As a result the dominant transport mechanism in the superconducting state is a
Josephson-type pair-tunneling matrix element. Our
observation that the dynamical conductivity at frequencies larger than the pair breaking energy of order
4kBTc remains basically unaffected by the superconducting phase transition, must then imply that the
transition to the superconducting state only affects
the dynamical properties of ground-state up to an
energy scale of order 4kBTc. The implication seems
to be, that if the normal state is a Luttinger liquid,
in the superconducting state dynamical properties of
Fermi-liquid type are only restored up to frequencies
of about 4kBTc.

5. Conclusion

We conclude that the absence of a c-axis plasmon
in the normal state of high-To cuprate superconductors
results from an anomalously strong damping of the
transport perpendicular to the CuO2 planes. This assignment also alleviates the discrepancy by two orders
of magnitude existing in the literature, between the
plasma frequency obtained from optical experiments
and that from the single-electron interlayer-hopping
matrix element. The appearance of a c-axis phason
mode, as observed in the superconducting state, is
also a direct consequence of the anomalously strong
damping of the charge-carrier transport perpendicular
to the planes. The decrease in the c-axis conductivity
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for T < Tc can be fully accounted for by the opening
of a gap, the presence of which is a necessary consequence of the f-sum rule. There is no indication for
sudden decrease of the optical scattering rate for E//c
when T < To.
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Note added in proof
After this paper was completed a preprint by
Prokrovsky and Prokrovsky [45] came to our attention, where they carry out a theoretical analysis of
the c-axis dynamical properties which is similar in
philosophy to our work.
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